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On the weekend of September 19-21, 2014, the Southern Appalachian Young Friends
met at the Asheville Friends Meetinghouse. This is our witness. This is our story.
Dear SAYF,
After almost 2 years of coming here, this is the first retreat in which I've been totally okay
& comfortable. I hate to think that it may be because the lovely-but-sorta-intimidating seniors
have now graduated. But anyway, I really enjoyed this retreat and I hope SAYF can keep feeling
this great for me.
This is also my 1st time writing an epistle, so I finally get to say I love y'all.
Love (redundantly),
V
P.S. Rafting was super fun obviously

This weekend is summed up nicely by this:
If time flies when you're having fun, time goes supersonic when you're at SAYF.
Thanks for an awesome and super fun weekend SAYF!

This was a really really great experience for me. Everyone was really nice and I loved getting
to know the other meeting groups and getting closer to my own. I hope that everyone gets to
have the same kind of satisfaction as I did from getting away from the rest of life and school. I
really enjoyed being accepted by this group of amazing people so easily. Thank you to
everyone!
SAYF,

It's so great to be back! Before I went to Argentina, and while I was there, I often
wondered how different SAYF would be when I got back, and if I would like it as much as I
had before. I don't know what I was thinking. I don't know how this wonderful community
could do anything but get better. Yes, there are new people, and yes there are older people
that are no longer going to SAYF, but there is one constant, and that's the love, and care,
and humor that every single one of you brings. I never imagined being one of the older
SAYFers, but here I am, and I had an amazing time this retreat seeing everyone I missed
last year, as well as getting to know everyone that's new (in the last year). Anyways... the
retreat was awesome. We were all here, so I won't go into details about the activities, but
one thing I will say is that the mighty ladybug rafting group was the best! I hope to see all
of your shining faces in Atlanta in October. Until then, I love you all,
Asa

Hi SAYFers!
Whoa! This retreat marks my first year of SAYF. I'm so so glad I found such a loving
community, and I wanna like, hug every single one of you and take you home with me.
Anyways, this retreat was probably one of the best I've been to. Although we were
missing some of the most vital members of the SAYF community...cough Patrick cough...I had
a blast! The rafting was so much fun, even though I'm pretty sure my back will be permanently
sunburned. I've been to Asheville before (not the meeting house) and everytime I forget how
beautiful the mountains are! I'm actually so jealous of the people who get to live here.
ALSO!!! Bear was wayyy fun. I felt like a ninja or something. I wish all of the meeting
houses were like this one so we could play Bear more often.
Anyways, at this point I'm writing everything that comes to mind, so I should probably
stop.
Love you!
Lucy (p.s. Call me!)
Friends,
Over the last retreat I have found balance and community in a very exciting way! I can't wait to go to
the next SAYF retreat in October! That's all I can say right now so stay strong!
Love,
Astrid
P.S.: This is a bit late but to all of the previous SAYFers who graduated at the last SAYMA, I love you all.

Dear SAYF,
I enjoyed my stay here quite a bit. The people, activities and food were great. I'll never forget the
relationships I've made here and am glad to say I have made new friends. Some of my favorite moments
were watching Benjamin falling out of his raft, frisbee, and the nighttime conversations on the porch.
Thanks SAYF for an amazing weekend full of adventures! I can't wait for the next retreat.
-Evan "the newbie"
:)
#2k14
#SAYFSwag

Hey guys and girls. I can't believe that it's been two years. Back in 2012 in
September, I remember having my first retreat here in Asheville. I really liked
rafting. The burritos were really good. I don't have much to say about this
retreat, because I mainly enjoyed seeing everyone again. I'm hella pumped to see
you all in October.
- Miles
Dear SAYF,
This retreat was pretty darn good.
-Eric
P.S. HOO-HA!

Dear SAYF,
This was the first retreat I've been to in a while and it was definitely a great one to come
back to. While the rafting was awesome like always, it was really just great to see all of the new
people who I hadn't gotten to know until this retreat. I was really sad about all the seniors
graduating but I think that the amazingness of all the new people will make up for their absence. I
hope to become close with all the new people I met this retreat, over the course of my last year in
SAYF and I'm definitely going to try to come to more retreats this year. I look forward to all the
retreat to come this year and I will miss you all dearly until the next one.
Love always, until then,
Nick
Our capacity for acceptance and forgiveness is limited only by the love in
our hearts.
Jennifer Chapman
P.S. You all did a great job this weekend being good stewards of the
physical space. Thank you for believing in yourselves and one another.
Thank you for giving me yet another reason to love this community. It is,
and you are, magical!

This retreat was very different. One of the main reasons it was different is because all of the former
seniors I looked up to are gone. I'm not good with change. But change happens. Oddly enough, Wink
was my favorite part of this retreat. I know we do it every time and some people might get bored from it
but for me, it is one of the only things about SAYF that will be around forever. Everyone laughts, plays
rough, and loves.
Thank you Ben Chapman for your supportive shoulder.
JULIA
P.S. Emma is a graduated SAYFer and sends her love to all.
Dear SAYF,
Usually I write something really deep and sentimental, but not today. I had a very nice time this
weekend. Rafting was so fun, and my gopro got some of the amazing moments. Watching people of all
ages throw the frisbee around brought new light to my heart. Bear was so fun, despite some of the flaws.
With my birthday in 3 days, hearing all of you sing happy birthday (not just to me) was so nice, and it
makes me excited for when it really is my birthday. I must also extend my deepest gratitude for welcoming
my close friend, Evan, into the community. Seeing you all reminds me how much this place has changed
my life.
With much love,
Benjamin Chapman
P.S. I will be going through my footage and putting a montage together, posting it to Facebook. I will also
show it next retreat.

Dear SAYF,
As always, my thanks for an amazing weekend. My first retreat as a nurturer was
beyond my wildest dreams. From weird chin orange things to rafting down a beautiful river
with some of the most amazing people in the world (mer-maids and barnacle boys, what's
up), it was a dream come true. Thank you for giving me balance. I look so forward to
spending time with you in the future. Sven and I won't be at the next retreat, but we'll think
of y'all every minute we're away. (Hold us in the Light, we'll probably need it without you.)
With endless love, infinite respect, and undying devotion,
Laura Kelley
P.S. Next time we need good chocolate milk
P.P.S. First time in Asheville OMG so beauty wow
Dear SAYF,
Thank you. This was my first SAYF as a Nurturer. I was very scared because I wasn't confident
in my ability to nurture. Being here, I don't think I did the best job this time, but at the moment, I did
the best that I could.
I needed SAYF about now. To be quite honest, things have not been the best these past few
weeks. I apologize if I was ever distant or short. I was just not in a good place.
Still, being with you made me feel like everything would be A-OK. You never fail to cheer me
up when I am down. Even though I might not have shown it, I was so grateful. In coming retreats, I
am going to try hard to be better.
So, if you ever need to talk to someone, I'm here.
Love Always,
Charlie
P.S. You are all lovely in every conceivable way. Don't ever lose that.
Dear Friends and family of SAYF:
My appreciation of this unique community still grows with every retreat, and I have been a participant in dozens
of retreats.
You provide a grounding and a refuge for my spirit; a space of sharing and caring for one another that
consistently leads me to deeper contemplation of how I am moving through the world.
This retreat's them invited me to consider if "balance" is present in my life. It is a query that I had never really
addressed before, yet it is one that guides me to profound revelations about the core of my being. I thank you
sincerely for this gift.
The Friends here have helped me to recognize my tendency toward living in extremes, but also to see that there is
nothing wrong in this. I can embrace the extremes freely and still maintain a sense of balance so long as I am
supported by the firm ground of communities like SAYF and
the powerful friends I find in them.
in peace,
aaron

Dear SAYFers,
I am writing this while pulling out of the Asheville Meeting House driveway. I decided to write
this earlier in the car trip rather than later, because the events of the retreat are still fresh in my
mind. I’m sorry we had to leave so early, but Nashville is so dang far away from everything! I can’t
explain how much love I have for each person at SAYF. I am sorry if I haven’t talked to you, and that
is something I’m trying to change. I would like to connect more with other members of the
community. I feel like I didn’t know the graduates as well as I would have liked to, but it is because
I’m scared to talk to them because they were so much older. I love this community, and all the
individuals in it, and I really want to get to know all of you. I have been moving schools a lot these
past years, and it is good to know that I have a constantly loving community I can count on amidst
all the constantly changing chaos that seems to be around me all the time. I didn’t answer the
query, but I will now: I don’t have much balance in my life at the moment, but SAYF is one place
that I feel centered and balanced. I love that at SAYF I don’t have to think about the outside world
for a while. I can just chill and relax with these awesome people. Now on the car ride home is when
I start remembering the homework I was supposed to be doing over the weekend, and the balance
is starting to fade away. I love you guys with all my heart and I can’t wait to see you again soon.
Much love,
Cora
P.S. The white water rafting was great!

Hi everyone,
I have had so much fun this retreat. I loved white water rafting and just hanging out with friends. I won’t be able to
come to many retreats because I moved to St. Louis, and that makes me really sad, but I will try to make it to SAYMA and
maybe to 1 or 2 retreats in the year. I already miss everyone so much and I can’t wait until I can see you guys again.
Love,
-Susannah

